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TRENDS IN CARBON-14 TERRESTRIAL AGES OF ANTARCTIC 
METEORITES FROM DIFFERENT SITES; A. J. Timothy Jull, Douglas J. Donahue and 
Timothy W. Linick. NSF Accelerator Facility for Radioisotope Analysis, University of 
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. 

Carbon-14 measurements have been performed on Antarctic meteorites since 1976 
(1-2); accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) has reduced the original size requirements to 
about 0.5 g of a typical sample (3-6). Determination of an age from the content of a 
radionuclide such as "C requires knowledge of the amount of 14C present in a recently 
fallen body of similar size. We have recently summarized measurements on a series of 
recent falls (7). with particular reference to Bruderheim. For carbon released above 5000C. 
the reference value is about 4&1 dpm/kg or about 2.1x108 14C atomslg. Using the different 
chemical compositions of other classes of meteorites, the approximate saturated activity for 
these samples can also be estimated, although accurate production rates of 14C from elements 
other than Si and 0 would be beneficial. We have extracted cosmogenic 14C from a 
number of Antarctic meteorites from Allan Hills, Elephant Moraine, and Pecora Escarpment. 
The majority of the samples studied were achondrites, as they form a consistent set of 
ymples; there are no SbCl data on basaltic achondrites because of the lack of metallic iron 
and also as some 81Kr data are available (8). Some samples of particular interest from the 
Middle and Far Western Icefields were also studied. Table 1 shows new 14C contents and 
terrestrial ages estimated for these meteorites. Results are subdivided into collection areas, 
and are for 14C released above 500°C, except in the case of ALH 83102. The age estimates 
include a *lo% error in the saturated activity estimate. 

Allan Hills: Samples from the main icefield show three samples that do not have limit ages 
of AO.000 years. The maximum age determinable is basically limited by in-situ production 
of 14C by cosmic rays at the altitude and latitude of the Allan Hills. The three finite age 
samples consist of the diogenite ALHA 77256, which was found on a firn area, and two 
chondrites. ALHA 77262 and 77294. which were found on the blue ice. There is no 
obvious clustering of the samples, so it must be assumed that these represent that subset of 
ALHA meteorites which fell directly onto the ice. given the old age (ca. 200.000 yr) of the 
ice and of many samples at this site (9). Four samples have been measured from the 
Middle and Far Western Icefields, three of which are reported here. The CM2 chondrite, 
ALH 83102 was compared to the saturated activity of Murchison, and determined to have a 
terrestrial age of about 9,500 yr. Two very interesting meteorites from the 1984 collection 
have also been determined. The aubrite (ALH 84007). which is probably paired with 
several other aubrites from the same area, has an age of about 2.500 years. A measurement 
of the diogenite ALH 84001 gave a 14C content close to the value obtained on the diogenite 
ALHA 77256. 

Elephant Moraine: Data on six samples have been measured. Four values measured on E l 3  
achondrites are consistent with in-situ production, as discussed above. The 14C activity of 
EET 83213, and L3 chondrite is slightly elevated and may represent a real age or a small 
amount of contamination by terrestrial carbon. The only sample yet measured having 
significant amounts of l'C is EETA 79001, which has a terrestrial age around 10-12.000 yr 
(6). A previous measurement by Fireman (10) on EETA 79002, a diogenite, also gave a limit 
age of AO kyr. 

Pecora Escurpment: A sample of the ureilite PCA 82506 was determined to have a "C age 
of 11.521.0 kyr. This is the first determination of a ureilite of such young age; the only 
other measurement is on ALHA 77257, which gave a "C content of 4 .25  dpm/kg consistent 
with the long 56C1 age of 36OSO kyr (9). A sample of the eucrite PCA82502 has been 
reported previously (7) as having a level of "C consistent with some in-situ production, and 
was thus consistent with the 81Kr age determined by Freundel et al. (8). 
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Together with earlier published data, there is now a limited but consistent set of 14C 
data which allows comparisons of 14C ages from different sites to be made. The Allan Hills 
site shows a pattern of only three finite 14C ages in the range of 10-18 kyr; 19 other results 
are all effectively limit ages (1-5). as would be expected from the measurements of 
Nishiizumi (9). which show that over 70% of ALHA main icefield samples are over 100 kyr 
old. The data from Elephant Moraine show a similar trend, with only one sample <40 kyr. 
In marked contrast, the four meteorites from the other Allan Hills blue-ice regions away 
from the main field are all less than 12 kyr. Although data is limited, this could suggest 
that these regions have few meteorites which have old terrestrial ages due to transport 
through the ice. and may consist exclusively of falls in a smaller region. Comparisons can 
also be made to the Yamato site. where few samples (5.9.1 1) are beyond the range of "C 
dating. These differences between sites give some age control on the processes operating at 
each location. 
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Table 1: Terrestrial 14C ages of Antarctic meteorites 

Sample Class w.0 14C d~m/kg 14Cg,,.dpm/kg Tte, (kA) 

ALHA 77231 
ALHA 77256 
ALHA 77257 
ALHA 77262 
ALHA 77294 
ALHA 81011 
ALH 83102 
ALH 83102 
ALH 84001 
ALH 84007 
EET 83213 
EET 83228 
EET 83235 
PCA 82506 

L-6 
Diogenite 
Ureilite 
H-4 
H-5 
Eucrite 
CM2, >4000C 
CM2, total gas 
Diogenite 
Aubrite 
L-3 
Eucrite 
Achondrite 
Ureilite 

=Saturated activity obtained from chemical composition compared to Bruderheim, for >500°C 
extractions. 

bMeasured values for Murchison. 
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